
FACEBOOK FUNNY FIGHT 
Disfida Umoristica su Facebook 

Humour & Satira in Competition 2012: 
 

MAN - WORLD, the last one round 
 
The CAUS - Center Limbs Umoristiche and Satiriche, index the humorous and satirical 
competition Facebook Funny Fight - Disfida Umoristica su Facebook, turned to all the 
customers of the famous one social network, gotten passionate of design, photography, 
graphical computer and several amenities.  
 
The challengers, must have a detached martial predisposition for the ironic limbs and 
umoristiche tendencies.  
 

THE PARTICIPATION IS ABSOLUTELY FREE  
AND AL ADDRESSES WIDER PUBLIC THAN BLACK BELTS OF THE HUMOUR. 

 
The competition from topic “2012: MAN - WORLD, the last one round”, takes to the way 
the 1 opens them 2011 in order to finish 31 December 2011. The board of examiners, 
composed of umoristi professionals and from olimpionici of the smile, will estimate every 
work in relation to the technical, graphical and linguistica difficulty, let alone to the content: 
ability of analysis and synthesis of the truth and the present time, originality, courage, 
precision of execution and expressive eroismo.  
The final appraisal of the authors and the better works, clearly will be influenced from the 
judgments of the customers of Facebook on every post umoristico reached (appeal to-
comment-shares to me). Every author can participate with a maximum of three works, 
envoys for post and realized with any technique: design, collage (opportunely scansito), 
photos, video, link etc the intense activities will have to be reduced of dimensions, 
inserting them with post on Facebook, in the profile:  
Caus Competitions  
http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/profile.php?id=100002285923899 
 
Every post could be accompanies from a text that does not exceed the normal space of 
writing (five lines). It will not be possible to open the below space in order to read the 
continuation. The three post sent for every author they can have three contained different 
or make part of an only ironic thought: in this case the author will have to indicate 1°, 2° 
and 3° part. The publication of post is prohibited from the gross, scurrile, blasfemo, 
declared offensive content, not online with the respect of the human values and of the 
Facebook regulations and then photos, video and link with images of minors, in violation of 
the privacy or authorized will not be cancelled.  
To the vincitori some prize in money, tito them, precious, objects of luxury will not be 
recognized… date the international crisis is comprehensible. It will be, instead, given the 
maximum prominence to the works more voted, on the average specialistic and Internet, 
within 15 January 2012.!  
It resigns of the best works in competition will appear in permanence in pdf on the site 
www.caus.it and Invasati of the Caus di Piero Ferraris http://spazio.libero.it/maxvaunter/ 
For having an idea on the post to send (observing the techniques, not the contents…), the 
pdf from the title is necessary to visit the site on www.caus.it to the section Raffaele Palma 



(http://www.caus.it/raffaele-palma.shtml) being unloaded it “150 years and still in vein of 
jokes” or to go on Facebook to the link: http://it-it.facebook.com/people/Raffaele-
Palma/100000092907659 
  
 


